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The plasma response and MHD instabilities caused by the Shattered Pellet Injection (SPI) is

investigated via the non-linear reduced MHD code JOREK. The injection of pellets is consid-

ered by introducing several neutral sources each described by the Neutral Gas Shielding (NGS)

model [1]. Comparison with the MGI case [2] is made concerning both the deposition of parti-

cles and the cooling of plasmas, as well as the non-linear MHD instabilities which lead to the

onset of thermal quench, in order to identify the advantage and disadvantage of SPI comparing

with other disruption mitigation method.

As would be expected, the deposition depth of SPI is found to be much deeper than that of

MGI as the pellets can penetrate into the plasma and release particles right into the core region.

As the pellets travel inward, a broader spectrum of MHD modes are being stimulated comparing

with that of the MGI case in which the m = 2, n = 1 mode is dominant. This broad spectrum

of perturbation causes the outer flux surfaces to become stochastic even with relatively small

amplitude of perturbation, contributing to the temperature profile erosion. Ultimately, the pellets

trigger the collapse of the 1/1 internal kink mode and its higher order harmonics as they enter

into the q = 1 surface, resulting in a sudden loss of thermal energy stored within said surface.

The whole region within the q = 1 surface becomes stochastic by this time, and a quick mixing

of particles occurs which causes the core plasma density to increase rapidly. It is observed

numerically that the perturbed magnetic energy by the time of thermal quench is one order of

magnitude lower comparing to the MGI case.

Such analysis will form the basis of a parameter scan of pellet injection velocities and injec-

tion angles to identify a desirable configuration for the future SPI in ITER.
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